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DALUHAY BOARD
QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER
Daluhay is a non-profit nongovernment organization based in
Baler, Aurora Province, Philippines. We
aim to sustain the flow of life by
becoming catalysts in strengthening
the link between people and their
environment from ridge to reef
through a multi-stakeholder approach
to biodiversity conservation.

WARMEST WELCOME TO YOU!
To everything there is a season, a time to
expand and a time to nurture. In the 20th
Century, the scientific and academe
sectors were primarily seen as important
for expanding the human condition.
Now in the 21st Century, there is a
dawning of awareness that the
Anthropocene Era has arrived, and that
the planets life-support systems are
failing. Although difficult for individuals
to realize, while they are worried about
personal finances, perhaps raising
children and now the pandemic
consciousness – there is much more to
be concerned about. Mother nature has
given birth to each and every person and
as incredible as it is to imagine, all
individuals need to now emulate that
nurturing of the planet’s flow of life for
Our Common Future on spaceship earth.

Sincerely,
Paul D. Watts, Dr.Sc
President
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INTERGENERATIONAL DIALOGUE
Weaving Traditions and Values for a Better Future
in partnership with Global Youth Biodiversity Network

Dumagat elder sharing about his hunting experiences with camera-shy youth who were keen to learn more about their culture

Last August 2020, Indigenous Youth represented by Dumagat, Alta, Egognot, and Agta communities
participated in the first Aurora Indigenous Network Youth Camp hosted by Daluhay in partnership with
Forest Foundation Philippines and Rainforest Trust. This was a 3-day event that advocates for the rights of
Indigenous peoples and environment conservation. One of the issues discussed is the continuous loss of
Indigenous communities’ values and traditions in this changing world and the degradation of the
environment we depend upon. An action plan was developed to conduct intergenerational dialogues so that
the Youth can continue to practice these values and traditions.
In celebration of the International Biodiversity Day last May 22, our Dumagat partners in Dibut, San Luis
supported by Daluhay and the Global Youth Biodiversity Network conducted an Intergenerational Dialogue
with the Dumagat elders and the youth. The dialogue, spoken in the Dumagat language - Tagebulus, served
as a platform to exchange ideas, culture, experiences, and traditional practices that conserves and protects
their ancestral land. The elders shared many stories like the sharing of game within the community and how
courtship used to be, among others. They also shared how their values and traditions are deeply rooted in
their ancestral land and how this shapes their identity as a Dumagat. The dialogue also brought about
different perspectives from the youth on how they can continue to learn and practice speaking in Tagebulus.
The intergenerational dialogue served as a way to weave the Dumagat traditions and values together by the
elders so that the youth can carry their Dumagat identity proudly and help them protect and manage their
ancestral in the future.
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DRPL

More than mountains and waterfalls
in partnership with Dinadiawan River Protected Landscape Office

jhjdghj
Project Coordinator, Shan Alejos, explaining the flow of the project during the TWG orientation
Sangguniang Kabataan representative presenting the threats to DRPL in Calaocan area.

The Dinadiawan River Protected Landscape (DRPL) is a protected area (PA) that was initially established as a
Watershed Forest Reserve (Presidential Proclamation 918,1992) which was, later on, declared as a legislated
protected landscape by virtue of Proclamation No.278 in 2000. DRPL’s legislation awards the landscape with its
management staff and office located in the municipality of Dipaculao, Aurora Province, under the Department of
Environment and Natural Resources. The PA has a land area of 3,371.332 hectares covering barangays Calaocan and
Dinadiawan in Dipaculao.
The DRPL Office partnered with Daluhay to facilitate the updating of its Protected Area Management Plan. To start,
a Participatory Community Profiling workshop was conducted on the two barangays with representatives of
different concerned stakeholders like youth, women, elderly, Indigenous Peoples, tour guides, Protected Area
Management Board (PAMB) members, and other PA Occupants on June 10-11, 2021. The program was opened by
Protected Area Superintendent (PaSu) Forester Manuel Bata Jr. with a recap about DRPL. The participants were then
divided into respective groups and tasked to identify the trends to the Benefits, Biodiversity, and Threats to DRPL
and validate the outputs through a presentation among all participants. They identified a wide range of flora and
fauna found in the area with downward trends to its richness through time from the 1970s to the present year.
Examples of benefits provided by DRPL are water, food, wood, and rattan that are known to be depleted as their
natural resources continue to be threatened through the years. An interesting takeaway from the activity is the
perception of the community on the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on the health of DRPL. According to the
participants, the pandemic may have affected them negatively in terms of tourist-related livelihood, but it has also
greatly reduced problems of pollution and illegal wildlife trade as a by-product of tourism.
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RESEARCH AND SCIENCE
Why should we care?

jhjdghj
Project Coordinator, Shan Alejos, explaining the flow of the project during the TWG orientation

The famous Albert Einstein formula that shows the connection between mass and energy has become
somewhat symbolic of research science. However, this expression is not easily understood among most people
outside of the field. In the same way, research has given society great material wealth as it has discovered
aspects of how the planet– even the universe-works. But the question is: Do we still need it? Through its
programs, Daluhay aims to provide an answer to this question. We believe the world desperately needs Action
Research that uses a scientific approach to produce positive change on society and the environment. Daluhay
uses Participatory Action Research and Learning (PARL) Cycles in specific stages: plan, do, evaluate and assess. A
new planning cycle until reaching satisfaction. PARL cycles are critical for working with Indigenous Peoples to
help them actualize their own concepts of sustainable development. They are also important for studying
different reforestation strategies, enforcement regimens on land and sea, and a wide range of other
considerations. Working with people and nature is complex, sometimes referred to as Ecohealth, Ethnoecology,
Biocultural work or Socio-Ecological Production of Landscapes and Seascapes (SEPLS) as our friends at the
Satoyama Initiative consider. In the Anthropocene Era, increasingly we need to ask: What kind of world do we
want to live in and how can we make that happen? While we may reach consensus on desired Images of the
Future, goal attainment is often problematic. Strategies to bring about change need to be documented so that
we can build upon these complex science designs with research that is increasingly targeted and goal oriented.
Daluhay publishes research on positive change. Climate change, biodiversity loss, the chronically impoverished
Indigenous People and artisanal Small-Scale Fishers; are examples of Anthropocene challenges requiring
systematic scientific research writing to build upon that which is known.
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SAMEBEK

Indigenous Women for Livelihood Development
in partnership with Forest Foundation Philippines

A day full of hope and positive energy during a business planning session of Samahan na Megkaisa a Bebekes ta Dinalungan (SAMEBEK)
with Daluhay
Executive
and staff
Projectdf Coordinator, Shan Alejos, explaining
the flow
of theDirector
project during
the TWG orientation

Itinuturin ng marami na isa sa mga pinakamahirap sa antas ng lipunan ang mga katutubo, dahil sa kanilang
kulay, pananamit, pananalita at mga gawain na nakakabit sa kanilang tradisyon at kultura bilang isang katutubo.
Sa laylayan ng lipunan, madalas silang mahusgahan, kutiyain at pag awanan, kadalasang ipinag sasawalang
bahala at ginagamit lamang sa propaganada ng ibang kilalang tao, subalit sino nga ba ang mga katutubo sa
makabagong panahon at henerasyon ng lipunan? Anu-ano ang nais nilang makamit para sa pagbabago ng anyo
ng lipunan at pananaw sa buhay?
Pagbabago upang tahasang umigpaw sa kahirapan ng buhay, kung papaanong sila mismo sa kanilang
kumunidad ang nagnanais maging maginhawa para sa kanilang mga katribo, para sa kabataan, mga
nakatatanda, mga kababaihan, mga mangingisda at mga tagapag-bantay ng kagubatan o ng kanilang Lupaing
Ninuno. Sa tulong ng Daluhay at ng Forest Foundation Philippines (FFP), ang mga kababaihan sa komunidad ng
Brgy. Simbahan sa bayan ng Dinalungan ay nakapagbuo ng isang samahan na kanilang pinagkaisahan upang
maging tulong sa kanila sa usapin ng pang kabuhayan at magiging tulay pasulong sa tagumpay. Sila ay bumuo
ng mga batas at alituntunin sa kanilang samahan at ganundin ay binusising mabuti ang mga gampanin at
tungkulin ng mga taong mamahala sa kanila. Sa simula ay mahirap manghikayat ng mga magiging kasapi dahil
na din sa kanilang mga hanap buhay na ginagawa sa araw-araw. Sa pamamagitan ng kanilang elder na si Dada
Mylene naganap ang mga pagpupulong dahil nadin sa kanyang pag kumbinsi at pag titiyaga ng mga
kababaihan ay nabuo ang Samahan ng mga katutubong Agta na tinawag na “SAMEBEK” dahil dito meron ng
pag sisimulang ayusin ang mga katutubo sa Brgy. Simabahan. Sa ngayon, pinaghahandaan na ng mga tribong
Agta ang ganap na pagrerehistro nila ng kanilang samahan sa iba’t ibang ahensya gaya ng DOLE at SEC upang
mas madaling makapagpatupad ng mga proyekto. Inaasahang lahat ng kanilang gagawin ay magiging positibo
sa pag unalad katuwang ang Daluhay na gabay ayon sa sakilang pangangailangan sa kanilang mga hakbangin.
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PHILIPPINE EAGLE WEEK
The Philippine Eagle and the Indigenous People
The Philippine Eagle plays an important
role in balancing the ecosystem. It
regulates species population and serves as
an umbrella for other life forms within its
territory. The protection of its habitat
contributes to the conservation of the
remaining intact forests in the country.
The Indigenous People have a great
contribution to protecting and managing
the forest, including the Philippine Eagle’s
habitat. Most of the habitats of the
Philippine Eagle were found within the
Ancestral Domain wherein recognition of
traditional governance of the Indigenous
People is known to be the most effective
way of conserving the forests.

“Ang SUBKAL ay isang
supernatural na nilalang
na naninirahan sa
kagubatan kaya naman
ang tinarahan nito ay
hindi dapat gambalain o
sirain”
Cipriano Dela Torre
IPMR-San Luis, Aurora
Tribong Dumagat
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On June 4 – 10, 2021, we celebrated the 23rd year of
Philippine Eagle Week with the theme “The
Philippine Eagle and the Indigenous People”. The
celebration reminded us about the conservation of
the Philippine Eagle and its habitat. To celebrate the
Philippine Eagle Week, the Department of
Environment and Natural Resources (DENR-BMB) in
partnership with the Philippine Eagle Foundation
organized a webinar that focused on the discussion
of the roles and efforts of the Indigenous
Communities in the conservation of the Philippine
Eagle and its habitat. Daluhay and the Indigenous
communities were represented by Indigenous Forest
Guard President and Daluhay staff, Jeffrey Natividad,
and the San Luis Indigenous Peoples Mandatory
Representative (IPMR) Cipriano Dela Torre. During
the event, IPMR Dela Torre discussed that the
Philippine Eagle serves as a sacred species for the
Indigenous Dumagat communities in Aurora. They
call the Philippine Eagle a “SUBKAL” - a
supernatural being living in the forest. With this, they
believe that its habitat should not be disturbed or
destroyed This belief serves as their guide in
formulating management and conservation plans for
their ancestral domain. The IPMR also shared about
the continuous efforts of the Indigenous
Forest Guards in monitoring and patrolling to
combat illegal activities within the forest of San Luis.
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THE TEAM
The DALUHAY team consists of a
dedicated Board of Directors, other
volunteers and contractual front-line
community workers applying their
passion for sustainable development
through contractual
opportunities.
Current team members and their
areas of overall contribution are:

DALUHAY BOARD OF DIRECTORS

FRONT-LINE COMMUNITY WORKERS

Atty. Sharon Teh
Chair of the Board

Dr. Marivic Pajaro
Executive Director

Dr. Paul Watts
President and Vice Chair of the Board

Mark Edison Raquino
Research & Development Coordinator

Dr. Purisima Juico
Secretary/Treasurer

Marilyn Dela Torre
Forest Specialist & Researcher

THEMATIC BOARD MEMBERS

Mary Shan Faye Alejos
Communication and Livelihood Specialist ,
Researcher & Q Editor

Joanna Lim
Maternal and Child Health
Dr. Eulalio Guieb III
Community Development
Melissa Villanueva
Biocultural Resilience

ASSOCIATE BOARD MEMBERS
Dr. (h.c.) Matt Blackburn
(United Kingdom)

Daniel Amores
Community Development Assistant
Jeffrey Natividad
Community Networking Assistant
Marco Yambot
Administration & Finance Officer
Karen Joy Virrey
Bookkeeper

Danielle Uy
Q Volunteer Editor

Dr. Andrea Ulrich
(Switzerland)
Gian Valenzuela
(New York)
Dr. Alexander Stuart
(United Kingdom)
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ALL ABOARD!
DALUHAY GETS ON BOARD THE PROTECTED AREA MANAGEMENT SHIP OF AURORA
Aurora has over a dozen legislated and proclaimed Protected Areas (PAs), thanks to Sierra Madre’s rich
biodiversity heritage which our ancestors have nurtured for generations. The Provincial Environment and Natural
Resources of Aurora have recently formed the Protected Area Management Board (PAMB) for Dibalo Pingit
Zabali Malayat Watershed Forest Reserve (DPZMWFR) and the Aurora Watershed Forest Reserve (AWFR) where
Daluhay is an active member. Both DPZMWFR and AWFR have portions that overlap with the Dumagat’s
Ancestral Domains. Hence, Daluhay has pushed for the Dumagat’s engagement by having them present their
Community Conservation Plan to the PAMB and be invited as a regular member. Led by the DENR, the PAMB is
tasked to formulate policies and rules specific to the PA and perform administrative functions such as resolving
conflicts, issuing clearances, and ensuring the smooth implementation and monitoring of the effectiveness of the
PA management plan. Bringing Daluhay’s technical skills and lengthy experience in resource management, we
will surely contribute as best we can to ensure the PAs continue to provide the needed ecosystem benefits and
services into the future. Hand in hand with our Dumagat partners, Daluhay’s framework will be our compass to
help us steer the PAMB in the right direction.

We’d love to hear from you!
Did you enjoy reading any of the articles? We are
open to your insights regarding our stories. Do you
think we can collaborate in the future? To learn more
about our projects and activities, you may visit our
website www.daluhay.org or you can send us an
email at daloyngbuhay@daluhay.org. We will get
back to you as soon as we can.

The DALUHAY QUARTERLY is published in July, October, January and April
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